Today’s Best Practices
Meet Tomorrow’s
Writing Tools

Writable Delivers the Robust
Tools Needed for Improving
Student Writing Across Genres

Ensure a Clear and
Effective Writing Process
Effective written communication brings power to expressing and sharing ideas.
Every student deserves the opportunity to experience this power by practicing
and becoming proficient in writing.
With a suite of robust tools, Writable® delivers assignments and grading
supports that free up time, so you can focus on guiding students on their
journey to become skilled writers.

With Writable, your teaching benefits from:
• Concrete strategies and built-in tools to help writers gain deeper insight into
what makes a written work shine.
• Accessible rubrics to inform self-reflection and help students deliver
anonymous peer feedback across genres.
• Digital tools to observe, comment, strategically grade, and customize support
to provide a transparent lens into individual student’s needs.
• Auto-generated reports that offer data across standards-aligned skills, so
you can make data-informed teaching decisions.
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You Are Fully Supported Throughout
the Writing Process with Writable
Manage the transformation from a draft to a polished revision with the
teacher dashboard. You’ll be able to view students’ work, monitor their
progress, and easily offer comments with the use of simple and effective
tools. You can also adjust future assignments after reviewing class and
student progress.
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Access Assignments with Ease
100+ assignment templates offer access
to motivating practice, engaging
prompts, and student-friendly rubrics in
a few simple steps!

More Time to Teach
You have the flexibility to choose when
and what to grade. All your comments
are stored, so relevant feedback can be
used with no need to retype.

Rubrics

Support

Prompts

With Writable, you can advance student skills, improve performance on standards,
explore a specific genre, or scaffold toward a final assessment.
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Great Writers Grow Here
Student-friendly rubrics not only inform self and peer review,
they guide students’ awareness of how writing is structured
within specific genres.

Support the revision process so that a rough

Student writing models, and your support, help to

draft has the potential to become an impressive

develop students’ peer review skills. Writable’s tools

work with just-in-time tools for self-monitoring

equip student writers with timely feedback on their

and anonymous peer review.

drafts and revisions, enabling continuous improvement
as they complete assignments.
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With Writable
Real Results Happen
In a midsized urban district using Writable, students performed almost
two times better on the year-end district reading/writing assessment
compared to those not using Writable.

“It really is powerful for me as a teacher
to know that the students ‘get it’
because they can review a piece of
writing in almost the same way I can.”
Percentage of students
using Writable who met or
exceeded expectations

Percentage of students who
did not use Writable across
the same set of teachers

– Jill Runstrom, 7th Grade ELA, Cadillac Area
Public Schools, Michigan

Foster a Community of
Writers in Your Classroom
When students learn to write for an authentic audience and to
provide actionable, constructive feedback to each other, they
become strong writers. Support their successful growth with
Writable. See the results with tools and technology specifically
designed to benefit both you and your student writers.
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For Teachers Committed to Transforming Student Growth

Writable Makes the Difference . . .
Contact us to learn more about how Writable will work in your classroom.

Visit hmhco.com/writable
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